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Abstract: The polarization-division multiplexing (PDM) technology is a
practical method to double the transmission capacity, and the corresponding
phase regeneration (PR) for PDM signals is meaningful and necessary to
extend the transmission distance and increase the transparency for the
phase-encoded PDM system. Those reported PDM PR schemes either
utilized polarization-diversity technique or required special PDM format. In
order to overcome these issues, the PR for the PDM phase-modulated
signals is proposed and theoretically demonstrated in this paper, based on
the vector dual-pump nondegenerate phase sensitive amplification (PSA).
The theoretical model is established and the detailed characteristics are
investigated to optimize the PR performance. Results show an obvious
phase squeezing for the degraded 80 Gbit/s PDM differential phase-shift
keying (DPSK) signals, and the error vector magnitude (EVM) of the
regenerated signals on dual polarization states can be improved from
22.58% and 21.39% to 4.57% and 4.63%, respectively. Furthermore, the
applicability of the proposed scheme for PDM quaternary-phase shift
keying (QPSK) signals is investigated. The proposed scheme can be useful
and promising in current PDM based coherent fiber-optic communication.
©2015 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (060.4230) Multiplexing; (070.4340) Nonlinear optical signal processing;
(190.4380) Nonlinear optics, four-wave mixing; (190.4975) Parametric processes.
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1. Introduction
To meet the exponentially growing demand of the communication capacity, the optical
communication networks with high spectral efficiency (SE) are urgently desired. Besides the
optical time-division multiplexing (OTDM), the wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM)
and the space-division multiplexing (SDM) technologies, the polarization-division
multiplexing (PDM) is also an effective method to double the SE by transmitting two
independent signals utilizing two orthogonal polarization states on a same wavelength [1]. As
a result, the multi-dimensional multiplexing is becoming a feasible and successful approach to
update the record transmission capacity [2]. On the other hand, all-optical phase regeneration
(PR) is widely regarded as a key technology to extend the transmission distance and increase
the transparency in the phase-encoded optical communication systems, in which the nonlinear
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phase noise (PN) is a main limiting factor. Thus, a regenerator capable of removing the PN is
highly desired in both the direct detection and coherent communication. During the past
decades, the phase sensitive amplification (PSA) has attracted continuous attention because of
the ability to remove the PN of the phase-modulated signals, including the differential phaseshift keying (DPSK) [3–9], the quaternary-phase shift keying (QPSK) [10–12] and the higherorder quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) signals [13–17].
The PSA is intrinsically a four wave mixing (FWM) process, excepting that all the waves
involved in the PSA should be prepared before being injected into the nonlinear medium. PSA
is divided into scalar and vector types, depending on the polarization states of the interacting
waves. Either type can be subdivided into dual-pump degenerate, dual-pump nondegenerate
and single-pump nondegenerate PSA. Most of the reported PR schemes were performed with
the scalar PSA in the nonlinear device. Limited by the same polarization states of the
interacting waves in the scalar PSA, the scalar scheme is not capable of the PDM PR, unless
utilizing the polarization-diversity set-up [18]. By contrast, the vector scheme utilizing two
orthogonal pumps, has been also theoretically proposed and experimentally demonstrated to
have the potential for the PR of single polarized signal [19, 20]. Compared to the scalar PSA,
the vector scheme has lower phase sensitive gain (PSG) with the same input conditions
excepting for the polarization states of the waves, resulting in a slightly worse regenerative
performance. Even so, the vector PSA is feasible for the PDM signal regeneration. Recently, a
successful demonstration for the PR of PDM binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) signals
utilizing vector dual-pump degenerate PSA was firstly presented [21]. However, owing to the
indistinguishable wavelengths of signal and idler involving the PSA, the PDM BPSK format
is limited to be a conjugated pair of QPSK. One of the BPSK signals is phase rotated by
π / 2 . The phase rotation may be implemented with additional phase modulator (PM) or
optical processor in practice. Therefore, a phase regenerator with respect to conventional
PDM format is urgently required in the PDM communication system, and a theoretical
analysis and characterization for the phase regenerator is also essential in order to evaluate the
regenerative performance for PDM signals.
In this paper, we thus propose and theoretically demonstrate the simultaneous PDM PR
scheme for phase-modulated signals based on the vector PSA. A theoretical model for the
PDM PR is established, and the key parameters in the PR are investigated. The PDM signals
are involved into two different vector PSA processes, in which the vector dual-pump
nondegenerate configuration is employed. In order to optimize the DPSK PR performance, a
detailed simulation in view of several typical input parameters, including the signal-to-idler
power ratio, the total pump power, the signal power, and the linear wavenumber mismatch
factor related to the PSA processes, is presented. For demonstration, the PR for 80 Gbit/s
PDM return-to-zero DPSK (RZ-DPSK) signals is realized by simulation based on a high
nonlinear fiber (HNLF). The error vector magnitudes (EVMs) of the regenerated signal on
dual polarization states are improved from 22.58% and 21.39% to 4.57% and 4.63%,
respectively. Furthermore, the applicability of the proposed scheme for PDM-QPSK signal is
investigated using the proposed scheme. The scheme is potential in the fiber optic
communication system utilizing the PDM technique.
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2. The PR model and analysis based on vector PSA

Fig. 1. Polarization and frequency diagram for vector dual-pump nondegenerate PSA processes
for PDM PR. P: pump; S: signal; I: idler. x and y denote two orthogonal polarization states.
Red solid line: launched wave; green dash line: generated line.

The configuration of the vector dual-pump nondegenerate PSA for PDM PR is shown in
Fig. 1. x and y denote two orthogonal polarization states. The red solid line represents the
launched wave, and the green dash line represents the generated wave. The PDM signals Sx
and Sy, the orthogonal pumps Px and Py, and the idlers Ix and Iy, are involved in two different
vector PSA processes, i.e. Sx - Px - Py - Iy and Sy - Px - Py - Ix, respectively. The orthogonal
pumps, Px and Py, are shared. In each PSA process, the PDM component and the
corresponding idler are respectively aligned to the orthogonal pumps.
For the regeneration of PDM DPSK signals, the relative phase difference relationship
among the interacting waves in each PSA process should satisfy the quantization of two-phase
state condition, which can be obtained when the idlers carry the same information as the
corresponding signals [22]. Here, a possible solution to achieve the needed idlers is presented
as follows.

Fig. 2. Operation principle. (a) vector PIA process to generate the idler carrying the same phase
information as Sx; (b) vector PIA process to generate the idler carrying the same phase
information as Sy; (c) frequency comb and (d) input of vector PSA processes. Red line: the
PIA/PSA process Sx participates in; blue line: the PIA/PSA process Sy participates in; black
line: pumps. Solid line: input wave; dash line: generated wave. S: signal; I: idler; P: pump. BS:
Bragg scattering.

The operation principle is shown in Fig. 2. The idlers are separately achieved based on
two scalar phase insensitive amplifiers (PIAs) of Bragg scattering (BS) type, with the spectra
shown in Fig. 2(a)–2(b). The red and blue lines are utilized to distinguish the PIA/PSA
process each PDM component participating in. The black lines represent the pumps. The solid
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and dash lines are to distinguish the input and generated waves, respectively. In each PIA
process, by matching the polarization state of the pumps with that of each PDM component,
the idlers are separately generated and consequently launched into the nonlinear medium for
PSA processes. Various devices can be utilized for the FWM processes, here the HNLF is
employed [5, 8, 16, 23]. The pumps involved in each PIA process are achieved with 3 steps:
(1) A frequency comb is generated, with the spectrum shown in Fig. 2(c). The numbers (i.e. 0,
±1 , ±2 ) shown in the spectrum are utilized to distinguish each comb. The frequency spacing
between the adjacent combs is Δω . A continuous wave (CW) laser, which is injection-locked
(IL) by one tributary of the input PDM signals, is utilized as the carrier of the frequency comb
[24]. (2) The ±2 levels of the frequency comb are then filtered by an optical processer (opt.
proc.); (3) The filtered ±2 level combs are divided into two paths to respectively participate in
each PIA process. A polarization controller (PC) on each path may be needed to rotate the
polarization of the combs, thus make their polarization states coincident with each PDM
component. As the generated idlers have the same polarizations as the corresponding signals
(Fig. 2(a)–2(b)), PCs are needed to rotate polarization states of the idlers for the next vector
PSA processes.
The pumps utilized in the PSA processes are achieved with the similar method as
aforementioned. The difference is that the −2 and 0 level combs are chosen as the pumps,
considering the frequency locations of the signals and idlers. A PC before a polarizationmaintaining fiber (PMF) enables the possibility of obtaining orthogonal pumps [20].
Then all the waves (i.e. the PDM signals, the idlers and the orthogonal pumps), with the
spectrum shown in Fig. 2(d), are combined together to launch into the HNLF for PSA
processing. The waves before being combined together propagate in different paths, thus
polarization tracking and phase locked loops may be required to stabilize temporal drifts for
good regenerative performance.
For the PSA process, the stationary phase stability among the interacting waves is needed.
In the proposed scheme, different pumps are utilized in the PIA and PSA processes, the
pumps phase-locked to each other are obtained by the frequency comb. The idlers are
generated by the PIA processes, resulting in the phase of the idlers automatically locked to the
signals. The carrier of the frequency comb is achieved by the IL process, thus ensuring all the
pumps phase locked to the signal carrier. Consequently, based on the above processing, all the
waves launched into the HNLF are phase locked, and the idlers carry the needed phase
information. Besides, the pumps and idlers are generated and phase-locked locally, enabling
black-box operation. In our opinion, due to the inherent property of polarization multiplexing,
it is reasonable that the possible scheme for PDM signals will be more complex.
In order to theoretically investigate the PR performance based on the vector dual-pump
nondegenerate PSA, the nonlinear transmission theory considering the optical Kerr nonlinear
effects is used here. The vector FWM has a nonlinear coefficient which is 2/3 of that of the
scalar single-pump FWM. Meanwhile, the XPM between the cross-polarized waves has a
nonlinear coefficient which is 1/3 of that of the XPM between the co-polarized waves [25].
The stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) effect is ignored. Supposing the PDM signals Sx and
Sy, the orthogonal pumps Px and Py, and the corresponding idlers Ix and Iy, which have been
prepared in advance, are launched into the HNLF for PSA, the complex amplitude equations
of the 10 waves shown in Fig. 1 can be described as follows:
dEi
= iγ
dz

2
 2
1
2 

 2
i Δβ
z 
* i Δβ a ,b ,i ,c z
+  iγ E p2 Eq* e p , p ,i ,q 
 Ei + 2   E j + 3  Ek   Ei +   3 iγ Ea Eb Ec e





(1)

where ωa +ωb =ωc +ωi and 2ω p = ωi + ωq represent the vector PSA and the scalar single-

pump FWM processes, respectively. ω is the wave frequency. The HNLF used here is
lossless, polarization-maintaining and has no birefringence. The stimulated Brillouin
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scattering (SBS) effect is also ignored. In the equations, besides two vector PSA processes, 4
scalar phase insensitive FWM processes between the signal/idler and the co-polarized pump,
e.g. Sx-Px-Ix1, are also taken into account. As the four scalar processes have high FWM
efficiency, and may result in the regeneration crosstalk of the PDM signals, they are included
to examine the influence on the PDM regeneration. Other FWM processes, which may be
unavoidable in practice and affect the regeneration performance, are ignored because of lower
FWM efficiency [26, 27]. Moreover, the processing will not influence the feasibility
demonstration of the proposed scheme. To be noted that in order to avoid the possible
crosstalk induced by the high-order FWM processes, the frequency-spacing between the
pumps should be different from that between the signal carrier and the low-frequency pump.
Other parameters appear in the equation are: Δβ a ,b ,i ,c = β a + β b − β i − β c and β i are the
linear wavenumber mismatching factor and propagation constant, respectively. Subscripts a,
b, c, i represent different waves. Ei ( z ) = Pi ( z )eiφi ( z ) is the complex amplitude, Pi ( z ) and

φi ( z ) are the power and phase of the wave at z along the HNLF, γ is the nonlinear
coefficient of the HNLF, and superscript ∗ is the conjugation operation.
The PSG can be utilized to assess the phase regenerative ability of the PSA, it is defined
as the difference between the maximum and minimum gain of the PSA. Taking the Sx for
example, the maximum and minimum gain of PSA can be achieved under the relative phase
difference condition of ϕ S + ϕ I − ϕ P − ϕ P = π / 2 and ϕ S + ϕ I − ϕ P − ϕ P = 3π / 2 ,
x

y

x

y

x

y

x

y

respectively. Solving the complex amplitude equations numerically, the evolution of each
wave can be achieved and the signal PSG can be subsequently calculated. For a given HNLF,
several input parameters may influence the PSG, including the signal-to-idler power ratio σ ,
the total pump power Ppumps, the Δβ related to the PSA processes, and the signal power Psignal.
In the following part, in order to better regenerate the degraded signals, the PSG is
characterized by optimizing these aforementioned parameters.
3. Simulations and discussion
3.1. PSG characterization

For the regeneration of DPSK signals, a large PSG in the small-signal case should be ensured
to achieve the step-like phase transfer function [3, 5, 28]. In the calculation, the HNLF is 300
m long with a zero dispersion wavelength at 1550nm, a dispersion slope of 0.03 ps/nm2/km, a
four-order dispersion coefficient of −2.48 × 10−4 ps4/km and a nonlinear coefficient of 15
/W/km. At the input of the HNLF, two continuous waves (CWs) with identical power at 1547
and 1553 nm are employed as the orthogonal pumps. Another wave at 1544.5 nm with
identical power of −25 dBm on each polarization generates the PDM signals. In the
characterization calculation, the PDM signals are supposed to have the same phase
information for simplicity. The idlers involving into the vector PSA are prepared at 1555.5nm
and carrying the same phase information as the corresponding signals.
For simplicity, the signal and idler powers are usually identical in the scalar PSA, while it
is different in our scheme, where the signal-to-idler power ratio σ should be optimized. The
PSG of one PDM component is shown as a function of σ for different Ppumps in Fig. 3. Two
guidelines should be followed in the optimization. Firstly, the Ppumps should not exceed 30
dBm to avoid or weaken the SBS effect [5]. Secondly, a large σ is preferred, considering the
idler is usually achieved from a signal-involved FWM process in the practical experiment,
where the idler power is limited by the signal power. As shown in Fig. 3, the optimal σ
increases with the increasing Ppumps. Consequently, a σ of −2 dB is selected for Ppumps = 30
dBm. The signal obtains a PSG of ~29.5 dB.
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-4

0

4

σ (dB)
Fig. 3. Calculated signal phase sensitive gain (PSG) as a function of the input signal-to-idler
ratio σ for different total pump power, Ppumps, i.e. Ppumps = 18, 21, 24, 27 and 30 dBm.

In the above simulation, the Δβ is constant because of the fixed wavelengths and the
dispersion parameters of the HNLF. In order to investigate the influences of the Δβ on the
signal PSG, the signal PSG is further calculated as a function of the Δβ, the corresponding
result is shown in Fig. 4. One can observe that the PSG curve is close to a periodic function,
whose peak-to-valley ratio is ~5 dB. Although the PSG is affected by the Δβ, the minimum
PSG is large enough to realize the phase squeezing function for the distorted DPSK signal.
Consequently, the initial sets for the wavelengths and the dispersion parameters for the HNLF
keep constant in the next simulation. In the practical experiment, one can adjust the Δβ thus to
optimize the PSG.
34

Signal PSG (dB)

33
32
31
30
29
28
-12

-8

-4

0

-1

∆β (m )
Fig. 4. Calculated signal phase sensitive gain (PSG) as a function of the linear phase matching
factor, Δβ.

On the other hand, for the PR of the degraded signals, saturate PSA gain is also needed to
decrease the amplitude noise (AN) caused by the intrinsic PSA gain curve. This can be
realized by a larger Psignal, which can alternatively avoid using the overlarge pump power.
Thus, the PSG changes over the Psignal are shown in Fig. 5. The PSG keeps constant when the
signal power is less than −10dB, and it begins to decrease because of the saturate effect, when
the signal power increases. To achieve a good regenerative performance, an appropriate Psignal
should be chosen to ensure both the step-like phase and saturate gain transfer characteristic.
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Fig. 5. Calculated signal phase sensitive gain (PSG) as a function of the signal power, Psignal.

Figure 6 shows the transfer functions of the vector scheme for different signal power (i.e.
Psignal = 1, 7, 13 dBm) in the PSG saturate region. Figure 6(a) and (b) correspond to gain and
phase transfer functions, respectively. In the PSG saturate region, deep saturability is achieved
for large signal power. However, excessive saturation will result in the degraded phase and
gain transfer functions. Considering both the output amplitude and phase, a moderate
saturation is preferred as a tradeoff. Consequently, the signal power of 7 dBm is chosen for
the next PR simulation.
Psignal=1 dBm

Psignal=7 dBm

Psignal=13 dBm

1.0

10

0

-10

-20
0.0

(a)
0.5

1.0
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Input Signal Phase /π
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Output Signal Phase /π

Output Signal Gain (dB)

20

Psignal=1 dBm

Psignal=7 dBm

Psignal=13 dBm

0.5

0.0

-0.5

(b)
-1.0
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

Input Signal Phase /π

2.0

Fig. 6. Transfer function of (a) gain and (b) phase.

3.2. PR of PDM DPSK signals

The PR performance based on the proposed scheme is further simulated. Two signals are both
independently modulated with distinct phase information at 40 Gbit/s in the RZ-DPSK format
with a duty cycle of 50% (PRBS 211-1) and subsequently distorted by adding the white
Gaussian phase noise, generating the 80 Gbit/s PDM signals. The simulation results are
depicted in Fig. 7. The PN of each input PDM components is distributed to ~ 85° , the
constellations of the output signals indicate effective phase squeezing after the regeneration
process. The AN of the regenerated signals, which has been suppressed by the saturate vector
PSA, are still existing owing to the intrinsic phase-to-amplitude conversion in PSA. In order
to quantify the regeneration performance, a metric EVM, which synthetically consider both
PN and AN based on input and output constellations, is introduced. It describes the effective
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distance of the received complex symbol from its ideal position, can be defined as follows
[29]:
1/ 2

2
1 I
 I  Er ,i − Et ,i 

EVM =  i =1
Et , m

(2)

where Er,i and Et,i is the actually received signal vector and the ideal signal vector,
respectively. Et , m , serving for normalization, is the power of the longest ideal constellation
vector. I is the bit length of the signal data. The EVM for each distorted PDM component is
22.58% and 21.39%, and then decreased to 4.57% and 4.63% thanks to the PSA processes.
For comparison, the EVM plots of the PDM signals before and after the PR are presented in
Fig. 8, showing the phase squeezing tolerance of the proposed scheme. For all these different
added PN, good improvements in the EVM can be observed.
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Fig. 7. Simulated constellation of PDM DPSK signals: (a) x-pol signal without PSA; (b) y-pol
signal without PSA; (c) regenerated x-pol signal; (d) regenerated y-pol signal.
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Fig. 8. EVM of the PDM DPSK signals before and after PR.

3.3. PR of PDM QPSK signals

We further investigate the applicability of the scheme to PDM-QPSK signals. Four-order
staircase-like phase transfer function is needed, which can be realized by interfering the signal
with a conjugated 3th phase harmonic [30]. Thus, the idlers involved in each PSA process are
supposed to be launched with 3 times phase of the corresponding input signals for simplicity.
The total launched power of the input waves is ~30 dBm. The simulated constellations are
shown in Fig. 9. The output results indeed show an improved phase performance after the PR.
Meanwhile, the EVM, which are 9.78% and 10.24% for each PDM component at the input of
the PSA, are improved to 2.4% and 2.71% after regeneration. For a real experimental system,
the implementation to achieve the 3th-order harmonic may be difficult, and a considerable
solution is based on the high-order FWM processes [11]. The other processing is similar to
our operation for the PR of the DPSK signals (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 9. Simulated constellation of PDM QPSK signals: (a) x-pol signal without PSA; (b) y-pol
signal without PSA; (c) regenerated x-pol signal; (d) regenerated y-pol signal.

4. Conclusions

In summary, the PR for PDM signals utilizing the vector dual-pump nondegenerate PSA in a
HNLF is proposed and demonstrated. A theoretical model is established and the PR
performance is characterized in detail. In order to realize the PDM PR and avoid utilizing the
polarization-diversity set-up, the vector dual-pump nondegenerate configuration is employed.
The PR for 80 Gbit/s PDM DPSK and QPSK signals are achieved successfully. The PR
tolerance is also investigated. This scheme will accelerate the process of realizing the PR for
the PDM signals in the fiber optic communication systems.
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